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a b s t r a c t

We consider a new application paradigm of vehicular sensor networks (VSN). Currently, vehicles are
equipped with forward facing cameras to assist forensic investigations of events by proactive image-cap-
turing from streets and roads. Due to content redundancy and storage imbalance in this in-network dis-
tributed storage system, how to maximize its storage capacity becomes a nontrivial challenge. In other
words, how to maximize the average lifetime of sensory data (i.e., images generated by cameras) in
the network is a fundamental problem to be solved. This paper presents, VStore, a cooperative storage
solution in vehicular sensor networks for mobile surveillance, which has been designed to support redun-
dancy elimination and storage balancing throughout the network. Compared with existing works, we
propose a novel storage architecture for urban surveillance and deal with challenges in a mobile scenario.
Field testing was carried out with a trace-driven simulator, which utilized about 500 taxis in Shanghai.
The testing results showed that VStore can largely prolong the average lifetime of sensory data by coop-
erative storage.

! 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Conventional infrastructures have involved using static sensors
for surveillance in city urban areas, which are limited in spatial
coverage. Recently, a new infrastructure for mobile surveillance
has been proposed, named vehicular sensor networks (VSN) [10],
which is a network of mobile sensors equipped on vehicles, such
as taxis and buses. VSNs facilitate collection of surveillance data
over a wider area than fixed infrastructure. At the same time, un-
like traditional sensor nodes, vehicular sensors are typically not af-
fected by strict energy constraints and vehicles can be equipped
with powerful processing units and wireless transmitters.

Currently, with inclusion of forward facing cameras mounted on
vehicles, there is an increasing interest in proactive urban sensing,
e.g., vehicles can continuously capture images from streets and
maintain sensory data (i.e., images generated by cameras) in their
local storage. It may assist the scene reconstruction of crimes, and
more generally, the forensic investigations of events monitored by
VSN, such as traffic accidents [12], terrorist attacks, as shown in
Fig. 1. Actually, this architecture can also be regarded as an in-net-
work distributed storage system [7]. Different from conventional
wireless sensor networks, it is infeasible to deliver image data to

sink because it may incur considerable communication costs. In
particular, such costs are not necessary because no one can predict
which data will be useful for future investigations. In this system,
fresh image data will replace the oldest data by FIFO strategy when
a vehicle has no free storage space. Due to content redundancy and
storage imbalance, a primary concern is how to maximize storage
capacity of the network. In other words, the fundamental problem
is to maximize the average lifetime of sensory data for possible
investigations when we have no prior knowledge about when/
whether a given piece of information will be useful in the future.
In addition, it is true that non-volatile storage prices will no doubt
reduce, but we still need to optimize storage capacity of this mo-
bile surveillance system [11].

In this paper, we present VStore, a cooperative storage system
in vehicular sensor networks for urban mobile surveillance. VStore
is designed to maximize the average lifetime of image data facing
data redundancy and storage imbalance. The main challenges of
VStore are enumerated as follows. First, repeated sensing by
multiple vehicles incurs data redundancy. At the same time, high
mobility and dynamic topology make sensing task assignment/
negotiation difficult. Second, forward facing cameras are assumed
to have fixed sampling rate in most of previous works, which inev-
itably implies ineffective storage utilization. For example, a vehicle
may reduce sampling rate to avoid unnecessary sensing when it
stops before red light or has a low speed in traffic jam. We need
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to design an adaptive sampling strategy in VStore based on vehicle
status, such as speed, direction, etc. Finally, discrepancy of driving
behaviors accounts for the fact that some vehicles have already
overflowed storages while others still have free storage. Hence,
VStore should balance data storage to make most use of network
storage capacity from a global standpoint. Overall, compared with
previous works, we propose a novel storage architecture for urban
mobile surveillance and deal with technical issues in a mobile
scenario.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses
the related work. In Section 3, we present VStore scheme in details.
The overview of data processing is presented in Section 4, followed
by the performance evaluation part in Section 5. Section 6 con-
cludes the paper.

2. Related work

Recent years, many techniques have been proposed for sensory
data dissemination [1,19], such as data-centric storage (DCS), with
which related detections are stored at predefined locations. Geared
for application of mobile surveillance in our work, VStore has a
completely different focus. That is, the sensory image data is al-
ways stored in local storage because whether it will be useful is
unknown in advance. VStore mainly focuses on how to maximize
storage capacity by cooperative storage. Thus, traditional DCS in-
curs unnecessary communication cost by migrating data from
source to storing node.

Several other storage services have also been paid much atten-
tion in wireless sensor networks domain. Work in [2,21] intro-
duced a two-tier data-centric storage and retrieval service using
distributed hash table and double-ruling. PRESTO [3] and TSAR
[4] proposed a two-tier data storage architecture comprising sen-
sor nodes and proxies for data acquisition and query processing.
DIMENSION [5] is designed to store long-term information by con-
structing summaries at different spatial resolutions using various
compression techniques. TinyDB [6] organized sensor networks
and their collected data as a distributed database and focused on
query processing techniques to acquire data from such databases.
EnviroStore [7] is a new cooperative storage system for sensor

networks geared for disconnected operation. The goal of this
system is to maximize data storage capacity by distributing storage
utilization and opportunistically offloading data to external de-
vices. EnviroMic [8] is a novel distributed acoustic monitoring,
storage, and trace retrieval system. It is also designed for discon-
nected operation, where the existence of base station cannot be as-
sumed. Different from these previous works, our work plans to
study how to achieve cooperative storage in a mobile scenario,
which has been untapped in most of previous works.

In addition, a number of works focused on vehicular sensor net-
works [9,14,15,18,20,23,24]. A survey of wireless multimedia sen-
sor networks can be found in [9]. Lee et al. proposed MobEyes,
which is an effective middleware specifically designed for proac-
tive urban monitoring that exploits node mobility to opportunisti-
cally diffuse sensory data summaries among neighbor vehicles and
to create a low-cost index to query monitoring data [10,16]. Com-
pared with MobEyes, which is dedicated to query processing issue,
VStore aims to maximize the averagelifetime of sensory data.
Greenhill and Venkatesh proposed a mobile surveillance system
with cameras on buses [11,12]. They first introduced a distributed
query processing method by utilizing GPS track as index to upload
on-demand data to sink [11]. In another work, they paid more
attention on multimedia information processing of video stream
data [12].

3. Cooperative storage in VStore

3.1. Basic model

In this paper, a vehicular sensor network for mobile surveillance
is modeled as a set of n mobile vehicular nodes, denoted as a set
V = {v1,v2, . . . ,vn} and every node has an individual id v_id (vehi-
cle/node will be used interchangeably). Meanwhile, it is assumed
that every node was equipped with GPS, digital map, 54 Mbps
802.11 g wireless transmitter, one forward facing camera and stor-
age device. Similar assumptions can be found in related work [10–
12]. The wireless transmitter has a communication range cr such
that two nodes u and v can communicate directly if ju ! vj 6 cr.
Here ju ! vj is Euclidean distance between u and v. Moreover, the

Fig. 1. Vehicular sensor networks for mobile surveillance in urban areas.
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available bandwidth and storage on each node are limited but
energy will be infinite resource provided by vehicle. Node-meeting
is assumed to be short-lived because of high mobility of node.

The road network of Shanghai is of large-scale with thousands
of links and intersections. A link with a link id (denoted as l_id) is
a road section between two intersections (called point). For a par-
ticular link, it always associates with two intersection points,
named fpoint (from-point) and tpoint (to-point). Note that, for a
particular intersection point, it could be the fpoint of a link and
the tpoint of another link. A road consists of several ordered links
and all of them share the same road name [17].

3.2. Problem definition

In this section we introduce some definitions in VStore.

Definition 1 (Maximum photographic distance). With forward fac-
ing camera, a node could proactively capture images from links.
The camera, however, has a limited field of vision, i.e., it only has
capability to generate a high quality image for limited distance in
front of the vehicle. This parameter is defined as maximum
photographic distance, denoted as mpd, as shown in Fig. 2. How to
regulate camera orientation for image capturing and how to deal
with multimedia information processing are beyond the scope this
paper, related works can be found in [11,12]. In addition, here we
mainly focus on mobile surveillance for streets and we assume that
traditional fixed cameras could be used to monitor intersection
areas.

For a particular mpd, a node will capture an image and generate
an image file at each recording point. As shown in Fig. 2, if a node
enters into link li from fpoint, it will capture images at points a, b, c,
d and e. Conversely, if it enters from tpoint, the images will be
captured at points f, e, d, c and b in sequence. For every segment
between two recording points, we assign a segment id in increas-
ing order from fpoint to tpoint, denoted as s_id (e.g., s_id from 1–5
in Fig. 2). Normally, the length of every segment is mpd meters,
except for the last segment of link because link length is not always
integral times of mpd (e.g., segment 5 in Fig. 2). With GPS and
digital map, it is trivial for vehicles to calculate the locations of
these recording points.

Definition 2 (Attributes of image file). In general, we define some
attributes for an image:

Attribðl id; s id; timestamp; ti; v idÞ;

where (l_id, s_id) indicates location information where an image
was generated, timestamp and v_id show when and which vehicle
generated this image. And ti is a counter and defined as:

ti ¼ dt=se; ð1Þ

where t is the time duration from time 0 (i.e., the start time of sim-
ulation) to current time. s is a predefined configurable parameter,
named valid time. For a given segment, two images are regarded
as same if the difference of their timestamps is smaller than s, i.e.,
two images imi and imj are regarded as same images if and only if:

Attribi:l id ¼ Attribj:l id ^ Attribi:s id ¼ Attribj:s id ^ Attribi:ti

¼ Attribj:ti ð2Þ

In addition, we can regulate s with different values to support
various surveillance purposes. As an example, it is reasonable to
set s with 10 min for traffic monitoring because traffic flow does
not have a considerable change in a short time period.

Definition 3 (Metadata of node). For every node, it holds a meta-
data table for all nodes in the network, one item in metadata table
is represented as follows:

Metadataðv id; rs;updatedTimeÞ;

It tells us that the free storage of node v_id is rs and this item
was updated at time updatedTime. When two nodes meet, they first
exchange their metadata tables and update items with latest
updatedTime.

Definition 4 (Redundancy ratio). For a given VSN with n nodes, we
define redundancy ratio rr of network at time t as:

rrðtÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1jSiðtÞj! [n
i¼1OiðtÞ

!! !!
Pn

i¼1jSiðtÞj
; ð3Þ

where Si(t) is the multi-set of image files generated by node vi dur-
ing [0, t] and jSi(t)j is the size of this multi-set. Oi(t) is the set of dif-
ferent image files generated by node vi during [0, t] and jOi(t)j is the
size of this set. Note that, a multi-set can contain same elements
whereas a set only includes individual elements (refer to Eq. (2)).
This metric indicates redundancy degree of sensory data in the net-
work, the higher rr (t) is, the more storage space has been wasted.

Definition 5 (Average lifetime). For images, the average lifetime in
the network at time t, denoted as X(t), is defined as:

XðtÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

f ðiÞ

 !,

n ð4Þ

where f (i) is a function which calculates the earliest ti of image files
carried by node vi. Average lifetime X(t) indicates the average time
duration that an image can stay in the network. VStore aims to
maximize X(t).

As shown above, several definitions have been introduced in
order to describe mobile surveillance application into an optimi-
zation problem. Specifically, maximum photographic distance
models the capacity of vehicular camera. Attribute of image file
and metadata of node facilitate us to eliminate data redundancy.
Redundancy ratio and average life time are two metrics for
evaluating performances of cooperative storage schemes.

3.3. Cooperative storage in VStore

In this section, we present VStore, a cooperative storage system
in vehicular sensor networks for mobile surveillance. Two sub-
mechanisms are introduced in this section.

(1) Cooperative recording and redundancy elimination
The objective of cooperative recording is to capture images
from links and keep unique image file in the networkFig. 2. The illustration of maximum photographic distance (mpd).
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according to Eq. (2). Here, an inherent assumption is that a
link segment can be recorded by more than one vehicle dur-
ing time interval ti(repeated sensing due to large vehicle
density in downtown area). First, we review existing works
in static wireless sensor networks, in which energy-effi-
ciency is a critical issue. In WSN, when multiple nodes
sensed an event simultaneously, they always form a group.
A leader will be elected between these members, who will
finally assign the task to one of members [8]. In our work,
however, it is infeasible to employ this negotiation process
because of high mobility of nodes and dynamic topology.
Meanwhile, it is impossible to allocate tasks in advance
because we cannot predict vehicle’s paths. In this mobile
scenario, we propose a new approach for cooperative record-
ing. That is, every node first captures images from links, then
whether it should delete some redundant images is based on
information from others. To be more precise, when a node
generates one image, it also creates a tag for this file includ-
ing attributes introduced in Definition 2. When two nodes
meet, they will exchange image tags and metadata of nodes
(see Definition 3) in terms of metadata packet and retain a
copy for new tags. After that, nodes will execute redundancy
elimination using the following principle: for an image file
imi and a tag Tgj carried by node v, v will delete imi if and
only if:

Attribi:l id ¼ Tgj:l id ^ Attribi:s id ¼ Tgj:s id ^ Attribi:ti

¼ Tgjti ^ Attribi:timestamp < Tgj:timestamp ð5Þ

To avoid tag storm problem, every tag has its own TTL (Time-
To-Live) so that tags will be eliminated from the network
when they runs out of its TTL, it, as well as all their copies.

(2) Distributed storage balancing
In this mobile surveillance application, several reasons
account for storage imbalance. For example, the sampling
scheme in VStore can largely reduce excessive and unneces-
sary sensing, compared with previous works [10–12], in
which sensors have fixed sampling rate. In fact, the forward
facing camera can adapt its sampling rate based on vehicle
status. The adaptive sampling rate ¢ can be defined as:

! ¼ 1=ðmpd=spdÞ ¼ spd=mpd; ð6Þ

where spd is the current speed of vehicle. Thus, spd will affect
sampling rate and it also leads to storage imbalance because
of various vehicle status and behaviors.

VStore needs to migrate data from heavy-load nodes to the
light-load nodes in order to improve overall storage capacity. In
traditional wireless sensor networks [7], researchers adopted
lazy-offload scheme to save energy by postponing data balancing
until the latest possible time. This is not applicable in proactive
sensing scheme because images are generated continuously. Infre-
quent storage balancing implies potential network congestion be-
cause of massive data volume. At the same time, in traditional
wireless sensor networks, node first decides whether it needs to
offload and then starts to choose an appropriate neighbor. This ap-
proach is also not feasible in mobile scenario because high mobility
of vehicles makes neighbor selection useless. Even if an appropri-
ate neighbor can be identified, the limited connection/contact time
and bandwidth still cannot guarantee a satisfying data transferring.
Based on this discussion, we propose that nodes should offload
data as soon as they need. In VStore scheme, v decides to offload
image data to u in terms of image packet when its free storage sat-
isfies following condition.

rsv ¼ rsmin ^ ðrsv < rsuÞ ^ ðrsu ! rsv > a% rsvÞ ð7Þ

where rsv and rsu are the free storage of nodes v and u, respectively.
rsmin is minimum free storage space in the items of node v’s meta-
data table, in which their updatedTimes are close to current time
(We set 5 min in our work). a is a configurable parameter which
determines how sensitive the node are to storage imbalance. The
amount of data to be transferred from v to u, denoted by Dvu, is sim-
ply defined as (Note: a node will offload data from oldest to fresh in
time series):

Dvu ¼ ðrsu ! rsvÞ=2 ð8Þ

In summary, nodes in VStore first exchange metadata of nodes
and image tags in terms of metadata packet during a connection.
Then, whether they need to offload data depends on their current
free storage. In addition, fresh image files will replace the oldest
files by FIFO when a node has no storage. Overall, VStore utilizes
some basic information for redundancy elimination and storage
balancing, such as image tags and node metadata information,
etc. We try to make the two sub-mechanisms simple, effective
and avoid arbitrary because we mainly want to validate the feasi-
bility of this new paradigm/architecture for urban mobile surveil-
lance in the first stage. It is worth noting that, more information
can be utilized, with which some sophisticated schemes can be de-
signed based on VStore presented in this paper, we state it as a part
of our future work.

4. Overview of data processing

4.1. Data background

Mobility of nodes has an important impact on the performance
of a MANET. Different approaches have been used to obtain node
trace in order to generate a mobility model, such as Random Way-
point, etc. In recent years, a number of researchers have studied
how to obtain realistic mobility model based on traces of real sub-
jects, such as human and vehicles. In our work, we also plan to uti-
lize real traces of vehicles so that it could increase the solidity of
the performance results of VStore. Currently, thousands of taxis
in Shanghai have been equipped with GPS sensors for various pur-
poses. For example, taxi companies could locate their taxis for
effective vehicle dispatching, which essentially improve the effi-
ciency of taxi service system. Normally, the real-time GPS data is
uploaded from taxis to a data center by wireless communication,
such as GSM, in which the typical sampling interval is around 1–
2 min because it is sufficient to support vehicle dispatching. At
the same time, the drivers of taxis also prefer to a long sampling
interval as they need to pay GSM communication by data volume.
Thus, the raw data is represented as discrete location points with
large time interval. In our project, we could utilize GPS data of
thousands of taxis in Shanghai, China. Fig. 3 shows a snapshot of
taxi distribution in inner loop area of Shanghai, from which we
can see a large-scale vehicular network can be constructed if we
assume that vehicles could communicate with each other.

4.2. Data processing procedure

Basically, three sub-procedures will be involved with data pro-
cessing of raw GPS data: map-matching, routing between two loca-
tions, and data interpolation. Map-matching is to map GPS data
onto correct road section facing well-known GPS error. Since there
is a large sampling interval, the coordinates of two consecutive GPS
data (from a same vehicle) may be far from each other (e.g., several
streets/blocks), how to decide the traveling path between these
two coordinates is done by routing sub-procedure. Last, data inter-
polation operation is needed to make the position of vehicle at
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every second becomes available. In the following section, we will
briefly introduce three sub-procedures [13,23,24].

4.2.1. Map-matching
In Section 2, we showed road network model. Actually, in a dig-

ital map file, each road section (i.e., link in road network model) is
implemented as a B-graph object (white bounding box in Fig. 4), in
which polyline is used to describe the geometry of roads), as
illustrated in Fig. 4. For a given GPS data, it may fall into a wrong
B-graph or resides multiple B-graphs because of GPS error, so we
need to design an effective map-matching algorithm to rectify data
onto correct road sections. In city urban area, several factors will
degrade the accuracy of map-matching algorithm, such as dense
road network, line-of-sight effect, etc.

4.2.2. Routing between two locations
After map-matching, the next step is to determine the path be-

tween two locations. We observed that taxis do not always follow
the shortest path and we developed an angle-based heuristic algo-
rithm following the principle of minimizing turns, which is based
on a survey from taxi drivers. In this algorithm, we assume that
taxis always keep on running on their current roads until they have
to make a turn towards their destinations.

4.2.3. Data interpolation
Last, by calculating the time interval Dt (second) and the length

Ds (meter) of the path between two consecutive data, we could
generate intermittent data for every Ds/Dt m. Now, for a given
vehicle, we obtain its locations at each second. To validate the
accuracy of data interpolation procedure, we used video camera
to record some taxi traces and compared the interpolated data
with the real traces from the video, we found that there is no con-
siderable difference between two traces and it is sufficient for us to
support simulation of mobile surveillance application presented in
this paper.

5. Performance evaluation

We developed a trace-driven simulator (we feed the massive
GPS data into the simulator as input), named Shanghai Urban
Vehicular Networks (SUVNet), in which various components have
been built. With SUVNet, we have already studied lots of interest-
ing research topics, ranging from vehicular ad hoc networks (DTN
routing protocol design, connectivity in VANET, mobility modeling)
to intelligent transportation systems (traffic monitoring, real-time
navigation, etc.). In SUVNet, the data pre-process module has
implemented the procedures as introduced in Section 4. For exam-
ple, it is used to handle GPS error problem and more than 90% GPS
can be located on the right road sections by effective map-match-
ing algorithm. This module provides reliable node traces for the
wireless communication module and provides accurate location
data for the traffic monitoring module. The communication mod-
ule is to model the wireless communication environment, which
enables us to design and evaluate routing and data dissemination
protocols on SUVNet. In this section, we will present the testing re-
sults of VStore on the SUVNet platform. The primary goal of VStore
is to maximize the storage capacity of network. Two sub-mecha-
nisms in VStore are proposed in Section 3: Cooperative recording
and redundancy elimination, and distributed storage balancing.
In this section, we present performance evaluation results of
VStore.

5.1. Experimental setup

The testing is based on SUVNet simulator utilizing realistic taxi
traces, as described in last section. We compare VStore with BASE-
LINE, which is without cooperative storage scheme as in VStore. In
BASELINE, it is assumed that vehicles only keep proactive sensing
and store image files in their local storages. Table 1 lists some
properties of tested area and the default parameters used for all
the experiments in our simulation. We set the values of the exper-
imental parameters based on field test in Shanghai urban area,
such as maximum photographic distance, communication range,
etc. For example, we set maximum photographic distance with
30 m. Also, we consider that valid time = 60 s is enough for mobile
surveillance application. We set bandwidth = 20 Mbps as used in

Fig. 3. A snapshot of taxi distribution. The surrounded area depicts the inner loop
area of Shanghai. Every dot represents a taxi.

Fig. 4. Illustration of a B-graph.

Table 1
Default experiment parameters.

Focused area 50 km2

Simulation time duration 3600 s
Number of taxi (n) 500
Communication range (cr) 100 m
Max. photographic dist. (mpd) 30 m
Valid time (s) 60 s
TTL of tag (TTL) 60 s
Packet size 256 KB
Bandwidth 20 Mbps
Storage size on every node 250 packets
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[11], in which the authors proved that for a 54 Mbps 802.11 g wire-
less link, in practice the effective payload throughput is only about
20 Mbps. Meanwhile, we predict some real technology will support
higher bandwidth and communication range requirement soon for
vehicular network scenario. The packet size is assumed constant
256 KB for simplicity, including metadata packet and the image
packet (we assume every image captured by camera is 800 %
600, JPEG format less than 256 KB, thus one image can be trans-
ferred in one image packet). Moreover, compared with image, the
tag information and the metadata of node are much smaller, which
can be only tens of bytes. In our work, every tag is 40 bytes includ-
ing related attributes as defined in Definition 2. Each item in meta-
data table is 20 bytes as defined in Definition 3. Each data point in
all figures is averaged over 30 runs. In addition, in our work, we
mainly focus on an area of 50 km2 in downtown because of high
taxi density, as shown in Fig. 5 and we selected vehicles traces that
are in the focused region during the most of simulation time. With
the communication module in SUVNet, we set the connection-
establish time to be one second as used in [22] before data trans-
mission between two nodes. At the same time, if there is already
an ongoing communication and the neighbor is still connected,
the sender immediately goes on with the transmission. If the con-
nection is broken, the sender will stop the transmission, and the re-
ceiver drops the suspended packet.

5.2. Experiment results

To illustrate how VStore maximizes the storage capacity via
redundancy elimination and storage balancing, Fig. 6 first plots free
storage space changes over time with BASELINE and VStore
schemes, respectively (initially, the network storage capacity is
250 % 500 = 125000 packets). As seen in Fig. 6(a) and (b), for all val-
ues of mpd, VStore essentially delays the time when the global net-
work storage comes to saturation. For example, with mpd = 30 m,
the saturation time is delayed from 1089 s in BASELINE to 1947 s
in VStore. Meantime, it is shown that as mpd decreases, both
BASELINE and VStore have higher storage consumption rate. The
underlying reason is that the sampling rate becomes higher with
mpd decreasing, as defined in Eq. (6), which incurs more image files
to be generated in the network.

For the average lifetime of images, we present the comparison
in Fig. 7(a). We used VStore with infinite storage on every node
as an OPTIMAL mechanism. Thus, all the image files can be stored
in the network without data loss because there is no storage over-
flow. In Fig. 7(a), we show the average lifetime X(3600) by Eq. (4)
with three different schemes. Obviously, the average lifetime is
3600 s in OPTIMAL because of infinite storage capacity. Meantime,
the average lifetime in VStore is 3272 s, which is about 90.8% of the
average lifetime in OPTIMAL. Note that, such performance is based
on limited storage space. BASELINE, however, performs worst in
three mechanisms, in which the average lifetime of packet is only
1744 s. It means that the network can only store images which
were generated during [1856 s,3600 s] when t = 3600. The images
generated during [0 s,1855 s] were already deleted because of the
FIFO replacement policy. Based on above analysis, we have shown
the effectiveness of VStore in prolonging the average lifetime of
images.

We also explore communication overhead of spreading tags and
metadata between nodes in terms of metadata packet. The total
number of metadata packet sent per second is about 125.7 on aver-
age, as plotted in Fig. 7(b). In other words, the bandwidth cost for
each node is only 0.25 packet/s, which is acceptable for our appli-
cation scenario because metadata packets only consume a fraction
of bandwidth for redundancy elimination and information
exchanging. In the following section, we present the testing results
to analyze the effectiveness of two sub-mechanisms separately,
i.e., redundancy elimination and storage balancing. Specially, we
assume every node has an unlimited storage capacity, which is easy
for us to evaluate their performances. BASELINE is still tested with
default parameters in all simulations.

To investigate the performance of redundancy elimination,
Fig. 8 (a) and (b) plot redundancy ratio with different communica-
tion ranges cr and vehicle numbers n. As shown in Fig. 8(a), we
found with default communication range (i.e., 100 m), the redun-
dancy ratio of VStore is about 10% whereas BASELINE is about
53%, more than 80% reduction of redundancy ratio can be achieved
by VStore. At the same time, we see a drop in redundancy ratio of
VStore with increase of communication range. We give the expla-
nation as follows: for a particular valid time s (For example,
s = 60 s), as cr increases, the tags of image files can be propagated
in a larger region than a small cr. Thus, more nodes can receive tags
for redundancy elimination, which leads to a low redundancy ratio.
We point out that, however, for a particulars and an image im,
essential improvement cannot be expected as cr is larger than a
threshold. The main reason is that it is unnecessary to disseminate
tags to nodes far away from the street, from which im was gener-
ated. In other words, it is almost impossible for remote vehicles to
generate a same image in a short time interval.

Fig. 8(b) shows redundancy ratio changes as the size of network
increases from 125 to 500. With increase of n, we can see the
redundancy ratio also keeps increasing. As mentioned in Section
3, an inherent assumption of VStore is that a link segment can be
recorded by more than one vehicle. To be precise, the higher the
node density is, the more effective the VStore will be. As shown
in Fig. 8(b), the redundancy ratio is only around 5% when there
are 125 nodes in the network. In this situation, it is true that VStore
will contribute to redundancy elimination, but more importantly,
most of segments can only be recorded once during time duration
s because of sparse node density. Actually, there are about 67000
taxis and 50000 buses in Shanghai and the real vehicle density is
much higher than the vehicle density in our simulation scenario.
At the same time, we predict that more and more public transport
will be equipped with sensing devices for mobile surveillance,
which support the applicability of VStore. Overall, VStore can
achieve 80% reduction of redundancy ratio, which enables average
lifetime of image to increase by more than 76%.Fig. 5. Visualization of the focused area (every red dot represents a vehicle).
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Fig. 6. (a) The free storage consumption in BASELINE. (b) The free storage consumption in VStore.

Fig. 7. (a) The average lifetime of three mechanisms. (b) Communication overhead of exchanging metadata packet, including tags and metadata of nodes.

Fig. 8. (a) The redundancy ratio with different cr. (b) The redundancy ratio with different n.
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Next we investigate the relationship between redundancy elim-
ination and storage balancing. As shown in Fig. 9(a), when a in-
creases from 0.1 to 1, a lower redundancy ratio we can get. The
reason is that with limited bandwidth, a node will offload data fre-
quently if it is sensitive to storage imbalance (small a). Accord-
ingly, it will also keep longer contact time to transfer image
packets. As a result, image tags will be propagated to fewer nodes
before their TTLs and some duplicated images cannot be elimi-
nated. Conversely, if we set a with a large value, a fairly low redun-
dancy ratio can be achieved but there will be a large load
imbalance between nodes. Fig. 9(b) shows the data distributions
with different a. The smaller the a is, the more flat data distribu-
tion we can observe, i.e., there is a tradeoff between redundancy
elimination and storage balancing. In addition, we found that com-
munication range and bandwidth also have an essential impact on
storage balancing. For example, with a small cr, a connection be-
tween two nodes will be disrupted even if they still did not finish
data transferring.

From Fig. 9 (a) and (b), we have seen that how to achieve flat
data distribution with distributed storage balancing. At the same
time, we have explained that why both low redundancy ratio
and flat data distribution cannot be obtained simultaneously, i.e.,
distributed storage balancing will hinder image tag dissemination.
In addition, due to node’s mobility, we found that distributed stor-
age balancing is a global process because storage balancing can be
executed in any of two vehicles once they meet each other. In that
case, storage balancing can happen throughout urban area because
of vehicle’s movement.

In addition, we should point out that in our simulation, we basi-
cally selected the vehicles, which did not leave the network in
most of simulation time. Accordingly, it is not difficult to control
data replications. In the reality, however, due to real-time avail-
ability of vehicles, e.g., enter/exit a region, data loss may become
an issue. In the meanwhile, since different applications need vari-
ous QoS requirements, how to guarantee that the requested data
can be always ready to use by considering the possible unavailabil-
ity of vehicles needs to be handled. Another issue is about data
query, which is not studied in this paper. Actually, an interesting
problem can be how to control data redundancy degree in order
to provide a reasonable response time for a given in-network
query. The issues addressed above are all interesting topics and
will be well studied in our future work.

5.3. Addressing some realistic issues and considerations

5.3.1. About Storage size
5.3.1.1. From an application-level standpoint. The storage size has
impact on usability of the cooperative storage scheme. Actually,
from an application-level standpoint, it is essential to evaluate that
whether the storage optimization is necessary based on specific
applications and scenarios. As an example, if an application never
needs images older than one week and the local storage is suffi-
cient for keeping images that relate to the last month, the topic
of storage optimization may become less interesting in this appli-
cation. Hence, it gives us an implication that for a specific applica-
tion, we should first estimate whether the basic network storage
capacity can satisfy application requirements before deploying a
VStore-based cooperative storage system.

In this paper, we mainly proposed a general architecture for ur-
ban surveillance, in which specific applications are still not in-
volved. In other words, an implied assumption in this paper is
that the basic storage capacity cannot meet application require-
ments without cooperative storage scheme. In that case, we mainly
want to validate how about the performances of two sub-mecha-
nisms in redundancy elimination and load balancing without an
application-level consideration that whether VStore can effectively
support specific applications.

5.3.1.2. An implementation/test consideration. By comparison, in our
simulation, we set the storage size on every node to 250 packets.
This assumption, however, is not that true in real world. The reason
of setting a small storage size is just to validate the performance of
VStore during simulation. Actually, the redundancy elimination
mechanism can be executed all the time. The storage balancing
mechanism, however, can only take into effect when some nodes
do not have sufficient storage space. A large storage size will delay
the time when the storage balancing mechanism starts to work. In
this situation, we cannot see the effectiveness of distributed
storage balancing mechanism because most of nodes still have
sufficient free storage even if we run the simulation for a long time.

In order to validate small value of storage size does not impair
our testing results presented in last section, we re-run a long-time
simulation (around 10 h), and the storage size on every node is set
to be 2500 packets (compared with default value in our simulation,
i.e., 250 packets) at this time (Initially, the network storage capac-

Fig. 9. (a) The redundancy ratio with different a. (b) The data distribution between nodes with different a.
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ity is 2500 % 500 = 1250000 packets). Note that, in this experi-
ment, the trace of each vehicle needs to be synthetically generated
by overlapping several other traces because we need to keep each
vehicle do not leave the network in most of simulation time. As
shown in Fig. 10, we found that the two curves keep linear de-
crease with time, which is similar with Fig. 5. For example, if we
assume network storage capacity is half of 1250000 packets, i.e.,
around 600000, the improvement of VStore over BASELINE is
nearly the same as the improvement when the network storage
capacity is 1250000 packets. Due to the geometry property of sim-
ilar triangles, it is easy to see that different storage capacities do
not affect performance improvement of VStore, which explains
that why we choose a relative small value in our simulation.

5.3.2. About bandwidth setting
In our work, the bandwidth is set to be 20 Mbps as used in [11]

and we predict some real technology will support higher band-
width and communication range requirement in the future. We
should admit that 20 Mbps is still an optimistic assumption in
vehicular ad hoc networks scenario. The main reason of using high
bandwidth assumption is that the distributed storage balancing
mechanism of VStore needs high bandwidth to transfer image data
between nodes. In other words, distribute storage balancing will
not work well with low bandwidth because large volume image
cannot be redistributed between nodes. At the same time, we no-
tice that it will be a long way to go before large-scale real deploy-
ment of mobile surveillance and we hope some promising wireless
communication products can support high-bandwidth in the near
future. In addition, we re-examined the simulation and found that
in each contact between two nodes, the contact duration/time is
different. Specifically, in VStore, the two nodes cannot exchange
at will even if high-bandwidth link and long contact time are avail-
able during a contact, e.g., Eq. (7) explains that whether two nodes
will hold a connection depends on the current storage status of
them.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed VStore, a new paradigm for urban
mobile surveillance with vehicular sensor networks (VSN). The
critical issue is how to maximize storage capacity of network, i.e.,

maximize the lifetime of sensory data by cooperative storage.
Compared with previous works, we propose a novel storage archi-
tecture for urban surveillance and deal with challenges in a mobile
scenario. With proactive sensing by forward facing cameras, nodes
in VStore first capture images from links/streets and then eliminate
redundant data by exchanging image tags between vehicles. At the
same time, VStore also includes a distributed storage balancing
mechanism to offload data from heavy-load nodes to light-load
nodes. We carried out our testing on a trace-driven simulator.
The results show that VStore can largely prolong the average life-
time of image data by redundancy elimination and storage balanc-
ing. Nearly 80% reduction of redundancy ratio can be achieved,
which enables the average lifetime of image to increase by more
than 76%. We point out that the technical solution presented in this
paper is simple and the main purpose of this work is to introduce a
new application of vehicular sensor networks and provide basic
experience and reference/guide for real deployment.
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